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0. INTRODUCTION
The ``character values'' of the irreducible projective representations of
w xS , the symmetric group of degree k, were determined by Schur 10 usingk
Schur's Q-functions, which are indexed by the distinct partitions of k, in a
way analogous to Frobenius' formula for the character values of the
w xordinary irreducible representations of S 2 . Behind Frobenius' formulak
Ž . Žexists a duality relation of S and the general linear group GL n thek
.Schur]Weyl duality . It is natural to expect the existence of an analogous
Ž Ž ..duality relation between the twisted group algebra A cf. 1.2 of S andk k
some algebra, behind Schur's method. Sergeev showed that a twisted group
Ž Ž ..algebra B cf. 1.3 of the hyperoctahedral group H and a Lie superal-k k
Ž . Ž . mkgebra q n cf. Section 1.G act on the k th tensor product W s V of
n n Ž .the 2n-dimensional natural representation V s C [ C of q n , as mu-
w x Ž Ž .tual commutants of each other 11 in the sense of Zr2Z -graded
.algebras; see Section 1.E . This result motivated our work.
Ž .In this paper, we establish a duality relation between A and q n on ak
subspace of W and give a representation-theoretic explanation of Schur's
Ž . Ž .identity 1.6 adapted to the context of Zr2Z -graded representations by
Ž .Jozefiak Corollary 4.2 .Â
Ç Ž .In Section 3, we construct an isomorphism B ( C m A of Zr2Z -k k k
Ž . kgraded algebras Theorem 3.2 , where C is the 2 -dimensional Cliffordk
Ç Ž . Ž .algebra and m denotes the Zr2Z -graded tensor product cf. Section 1.E .
This isomorphism does imply an embedding A ¤ B , although A doesk k k
Ž .not sit in B in an obvious manner cf. Section 1.D . Then we give ak
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Ž .simple relation between the Zr2Z -graded irreducible representations of
Ž .B and A Proposition 3.5 . Note that Stembridge constructed the non-k k
< <graded simple modules of the underlying algebra B as submodules ofk
non-graded tensor products of modules of three twisted group algebras of
w x < <H 13 , but his description of the simple B -modules does not immedi-k k
ately show a simple relation between A and B .k k
In Section 4, we give a submodule W9 of W, as a simultaneous eigenspace
? k r2 @ ? @of 2 involutions contained in C , where kr2 denotes the largestk
Ž .integer not exceeding kr2, and show that A and q n act on W9 ask
Ž .mutual commutants of each other in the context of Zr2Z -graded alge-
Ž .bras Theorem 4.1 .
In this paper, all vector spaces, associative algebras, and representations
are assumed to be finite dimensional unless otherwise stated, and over the
complex number field C.
1. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION
A. The Hyperoctahedral Group Hk
The hyperoctahedral group H is the group generated by t and the s ,k i
1 F i F k y 1, subject to relations
t 2 s s2 s 1 1 F i F k y 1 ,Ž .i
3 2 < <s s s 1 1 F i F k y 2 , s s s 1 i y j G 2 , 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i iq1 i j
2 4ts s 1 2 F i F k y 1 , ts s 1.Ž . Ž . Ž .i 1
H is isomorphic to the Weyl group of type B or C , and is alsok k k
sometimes called the group of signed permutations. The subgroup of Hk
generated by the s , 1 F i F k y 1, is isomorphic to the symmetric groupi
of degree k, which we denote by S .k
B. Partitions
Ž w x.Let P denote the set of all partitions of k see 8, p. 1 , and putk
Ž .P s @ P . For l g P, we write l l for the length of l, namely thek G 0 k
< <number of nonzero parts of l. Also we write l s k if l g P . Let DPk k
Žand OP denote the distinct partitions or strict partitions, namely parti-k
. Žtions whose parts are distinct and the odd partitions namely partitions
. q ywhose parts are all odd of k, respectively. Let DP and DP be the setsk k
Ž .ky lŽl.of all l g DP such that y1 s q1 and y1, respectively. Note thatk
Ž .ky lŽl.y1 equals the signature of permutations with cycle type l. We also
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Žput DP s @ DP and OP s @ OP . Note that this notation DPk G 0 k k G 0 k
. w xand OP was used by Stembridge in 12, 13 .
C. The Subring V of the Ring of the Symmetric Functions
Let L denote the ring of the symmetric functions with coefficients in C.
w xNote that our L is the scalar extension of the L in 8 , which is a
Z-algebra, to C. We have L s [ Lk, where Lk denotes the subspace ofk G 0
L consisting of the homogeneous elements of degree k.
For each r G 1, let p denote the r th power sum Ý x r g L. The p ,r iG1 i r
w xr G 1, are algebraically independent over C and we have L s C p , p , . . . .1 2
Ž .For each partition l s l , l , . . . , l g P, let p s p p ??? p . Then1 2 l l l l l1 2 l
 4 Ž w x.p ; l g P is a basis of L cf. 8, Sect. I, subsect. 2 .l
Let V denote the subring of L generated by the power sums of odd
degrees, namely the p , r s 1, 3, 5, . . . . Put Vk s V l Lk. Then we haver
k  < 4V s [ V , and p l g OP is a basis of V.lk G 0
ŽFor l g DP, let Q g L denote Schur's Q-function indexed by l cf.l
w x.  < 410; 12, Sect. 6 . Then Q l g DP is also a basis of V.l
D. Twisted Group Algebras A and Bk k
For each k G 1, let A denote the associative algebra generated by thek
elements g , 1 F i F k y 1, subject to relationsi
g 2 s y1 1 F i F k y 1 ,Ž .i
3
g g s y1 1 F i F k y 2 , 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž .i iq1
2 < <g g s y1 i y j G 2 .Ž . Ž .i j
Ž .A is isomorphic to a twisted group algebra of S see below . We regardk k
Ž .A as a Zr2Z -graded algebra by giving degree 1 g Zr2Z to the genera-k
tors g for all 1 F i F k y 1. In the following, we abbreviate Zr2Z as Z .i 2
For each k G 1, let B denote the associative algebra generated by tk
and the s , 1 F i F k y 1, subject to relationsi
32 2t s s s 1 1 F i F k y 1 , s s s 1 1 F i F k y 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i i iq1
2 2< <s s s 1 i y j G 2 , ts s 1 2 F i F k y 1 , 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i j i
4
ts s y1.Ž .1
Ž .B is isomorphic to a twisted group algebra of H again, see below . Wek k
regard B as a Z -graded algebra by giving degree 1 to the generator tk 2
and degree 0 to the generator s for all 1 F i F k y 1.i
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2Ž =. 2Ž =.Remark. The structures of H S , C and H H , C were clari-k k
w x w xfied by Schur 10 and Davies and Morris 1 , respectively, as
0 for k G 32 =H S , C ( 1.4Ž .Ž .k ½ Zr2Z for k G 4
0 if k s 1¡
Zr2Z if k s 2
2 = ~H H , C ( 1.5Ž .Ž .k Zr2Z = Zr2Z if k s 3¢
Zr2Z = Zr2Z = Zr2Z if k G 4.
If k G 4, then any twisted group algebra C a S of S with a non-trivialk k
Ž w x.2-cocycle a is isomorphic to A cf. 10; 12, Lemma 1.1 . If k F 3, then Ak k'is isomorphic to the ordinary group algebra CS , via g ‹ y 1 s .k i i
Moreover, if k G 2, then B is isomorphic to a twisted group algebrak
a Ž w x.C H of H with a non-trivial 2-cocycle a cf. 13, Proposition 1.1 . Notek k
that the cocycle associated with B does not restrict to the cocyclek
associated with A .k
In the following, we consistently use the formulation of the Z -graded2
representations, namely the Z -graded modules of Z -graded algebras2 2
Ž . w xsuperalgebras , as was used in 3, 4 . This formulation is slightly different
from the traditional parametrization of the non-graded representations,
but there exists an explicit relation between the Z -graded representations2
of a Z -graded algebra A and the non-graded representations of the2
< < Ž wunderlying algebra A cf. 3, Lemma 2.8, Corollary 2.16, Proposition 2.17;
x.4, Proposition 2.5, Corollary 2.6 .
E. Semisimple Superalgebras
w xThis theory was developed by Jozefiak in 3 , which we mostly follow. AÂ
Z -graded algebra A, which is called a superalgebra in this paper, is called2
simple if it has no Z -graded two-sided ideals except itself and 0.2
Let V be a Z -graded vector space, namely a vector space with a fixed2
direct sum decomposition V s V [ V . We write dim V for the pair0 1
Ž .dim V , dim V . If W s W [ W is another Z -graded vector space, then0 1 0 1 2
Ž .the vector space Hom V, W consisting of all linear maps from V to W has
a Z -gradation defined as2
Homa V , W s f g Hom V , W ; f V ; W for all b g ZŽ . Ž . 4Ž .b aqb 2
for each a g Z . In particular, it can be easily checked that the endo-2
Ž . Ž .morphism algebra End V s Hom V, V , which is isomorphic to the full
Ž .matrix ring M where dim V s n, m , can be regarded as a superalge-nqm
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Ž .bra with this gradation. This superalgebra is denoted by M n, m . It is
Ž . < Ž . <clear that M n, m is simple, since the underlying algebra M n, m s
M is a simple algebra.nqm
Ž .There exists another type of simple superalgebras. Let Q n denote a
Ž . Ž .subsuperalgebra of M n, n which consists of all 2n = 2n -matrices of the
C DŽ . Ž .form , where C and D are n = n -matrices. It is easy to show thatD C
Ž .Q n is a simple superalgebra.
Žw x.THEOREM 1.1 3, Theorem 2.6; 4, Theorem 2.1; 15 . A simple superal-
Ž . Ž .gebra is isomorphic to either M n, m for some n, m or Q n for
some n.
Ž .A simple superalgebra A is said to be of type M resp. of type Q if A is
Ž . Ž Ž .isomorphic to M n, m for some n, m resp. is isomorphic to Q n for
.some n .
Let V be an A-module, namely a Z -graded vector space V s V [ V2 0 1
Ž .together with an algebra homomorphism r : A “ End V , which preserves
Z -gradations. Then we call r a representation of A in V, and simply write2
Ž .r a ¤ s a¤ for all a g A and ¤ g V. A Z -graded subspace W of V is2
Ž .called an A-submodule if it is stable under r A . We say that V is simple
if it has no A-submodules except itself and 0.
a Ž .Let V and W be two A-modules. For each a g Z , let Hom V, W2 A
a Ž .denote the subspace of Hom V, W consisting of all elements f g
a Ž . Ž . Ž .a?b Ž . Ž .Hom V, W such that f a¤ s y1 af ¤ for all a g A b g Z ,b 2
? Ž . 0 Ž . 1 Ž .¤ g V. Put Hom V, W s Hom V, W [ Hom V, W and putA A A
? Ž . ? Ž . ? Ž .End V s Hom V, V . It is clear that End V is a subsuperalgebra ofA A A
Ž . ? Ž . Ž .End V with this gradation. We call End V the supercentralizer of r AA
Ž .or A in End V , where r is the representation of A associated with V.
The shift of V, denoted by V in this paper, is defined to be the same
vector space as V with the switched grading, namely V s V and V s V ,0 1 1 0
aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .and with the homomorphism r : A “ End V defined by r a s y1 r a
0 1Ž . Ž .for all a g A . Note that we have Hom V, W s Hom V, W anda A A
1 0Ž . Ž .Hom V, W s Hom V, W . Two A-modules V and W are called iso-A A
Ž .morphic resp. strictly isomorphic if there exists an invertible linear map
? Ž . Ž 0 Ž ..f g Hom V, W resp. f g Hom V, W . If this is the case, we writeA A
Ž .V ( W resp. V ( W . In view of the following theorem, if V and W areÇA A
simple A-modules, we have V ( W if and only if V ( W or V ( W.Ç ÇA A A
The following theorem contains an analogue of Schur's lemma.
Ž w x.THEOREM 1.2 cf. 3, Proposition 2.17; 4, Proposition 2.5, Corollary 2.6 .
Let V s V [ V be a simple A-module.0 1
Ž . ? Ž . Ž .1 The supercentralizer End V is isomorphic to M 1, 0 ( C, if andA
only if V is not isomorphic to V as an A -module.0 1 0
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Ž . ? Ž . Ž .2 The supercentralizer End V is isomorphic to Q 1 ( C , if andA 1
only if V is isomorphic to V as an A -module.0 1 0
If a simple A-module V satisfies either of the equivalent conditions in
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .1 resp. 2 , then we say that it is of type M resp. of type Q . If V is a
Çsimple A-module of type M, then so is V and we have V \ V. If V is aA
simple A-module of type Q, then so is V and we have V ( V. In bothÇ A
cases we have V ( V.A
Ž . ŽLet A and B be two superalgebras and let V resp. W be an A resp.
.B -module. The vector space A m B can be turned into a superalgebra,
Ž .where the grading is defined by A m B s [ A m B for eacha b gbqgsa
a g Z , and the multiplication is defined by2
b?ga m b c m d s y1 ac m bdŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž .for all a g A, b g B , c g A , and d g B b , g g Z . This superalgebrab g 2
Çis called the supertensor product of A and B and is denoted by A m B.
Ç ÇNote that we have an isomorphism of superalgebras v : A m B “ B m AA, B
Ž . Ž .a?bdetermined by v a m b s y1 b m a for all homogeneous ele-A, B
Ž .ments a g A and b g B a , b g Z . The following states that thea b 2
supertensor product of simple superalgebras is again a simple super-
algebra.
w xTHEOREM 1.3 3, Proposition 2.10; 15 . There exist isomorphisms of
superalgebras
ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .a M r, s m M p, q ( M rp q sq, rq q sp ,
ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .b M r, s m Q n ( Q rn q sn ,
ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .c Q m m Q n ( M mn, mn .
ÇŽ .Moreover, V m W can be regarded as an A m B -module as
b?aa m b ¤ m w s y1 a¤ m bwŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .for any a g A, b g B , ¤ g V , and w g W a , b g Z , and V m W sb a 2 a
ÇŽ .[ V m W for each a g Z . This A m B -module is called theb g 2bqgsa
Çsupertensor product of V and W and is denoted by V m W. Note that the
ÇŽ .supertensor product is symmetric, namely the B m A -module obtained
Ç Ç ÇŽ .from the A m B -module V m W via v is isomorphic to W m V by theB, A
Ž .a?bmap determined by ¤ m w ‹ y1 w m ¤ for all homogeneous ¤ g Va
Ž .and w g W a , b g Z .b 2
The next theorem follows from Schur's lemma.
ÇTHEOREM 1.4. Let A, B be superalgebras, and put C s A m B. Let U
Ž . Ž .resp. W be a simple A-module resp. simple B-module , and put V s
ÇU m W.
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Ž .a If U, W are of type M, then V is a simple C-module of type M. We
[k 9 [ l9Ç Ç Ç <ha¤e U m W ( U m W ( V, U m W ( V and V ( U [ U ,Ç Ç Ç ÇAC C C A
[k [ l< Ž . Ž .V ( W [ W , where k, l s dim U, k9, l9 s dim W.ÇB B
Ž .b If one of U and W is of type M and the other is of type Q, then from
the symmetry of the supertensor product we ha¤e only to state the case where U
is of type M and W is of type Q. Then V is a simple C-module of type Q.
[n9 [n9 [kqlÇ < <We ha¤e U m W ( V and V ( U [ U , V ( W , whereÇ Ç ÇA BC A B
Ž . Ž .k, l s dim U, n9, n9 s dim W.
Ž . 1 Ž . Žc Suppose U and W are of type Q. Fix x g End U resp. y gA
1 2 2 0 ÇŽ .. Ž . ŽEnd W satisfying x s y1 resp. y s y1 . Then x m y g End U mB C
2 " '. Ž . Ž .W satisfies x m y s y1. Let V be the " y 1 -eigenspace of x m y,
respecti¤ely. Then V s Vq[ Vy is a decomposition into simple C-modules,
q y q y [n9 q< < <both of type M. We ha¤e V ( V and V ( V ( U , V (Ç Ç Ç ÇA A BC A A B
y< [n Ž . Ž .V ( U , where n, n s dim U, n9, n9 s dim W.ÇB B
ÇŽ .Moreo¤er, the abo¤e construction gi¤es all simple A m B -modules.
ŽLet Irr A denote the set of all isomorphism classes not strict isomor-
.phism classes of simple A-modules for any superalgebra A.
ÇCOROLLARY 1.5. We ha¤e a bijection Irr A m B ‹ Irr A = Irr B.Ä
For any A-module V, the following conditions are equivalent.
Ž .1 V is a sum of simple A-submodules.
Ž .2 V is a direct sum of simple A-submodules.
Ž .3 For any A-submodule W of V, there exists an A-submodule W9
of V such that V s W [ W9.
We call an A-module V semisimple if it satisfies one of the above
Ž . Ž .equivalent conditions 1 ] 3 .
ŽFor any superalgebra A, the following conditions are equivalent cf.
w x.3, Proposition 2.4 .
Ž . Ž .1 A is a semisimple regular A-module, namely A is a direct sum
of simple A-submodules.
Ž .2 Every A-module is semisimple.
Ž .3 A is a direct sum of simple superalgebras.
We call a superalgebra A semisimple if it satisfies one of the above
Ž . Ž .equivalent conditions 1 ] 3 . Note that the supertensor product of two
semisimple superalgebras is semisimple.
Ž w x.THEOREM 1.6 cf. 3, Corollary 2.12; 4, Theorem 2.2, Corollary 2.3 .
Let A be a semisimple superalgebra.
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Ž . Ž .1 There exist integers m, q G 0 and k , l G 0 1 F i F m and n G 0i i j
Ž .1 F j F q such that
qm
A ( M k , l [ Q nŽ . Ž .[ [i i j
is1 js1
as a superalgebra. The following data are determined by A, and con¤ersely the
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .following data determine A: a m s m A , b q s q A , c the multiset of
 4 Ž .the unordered pairs k , l , and d the multiset of the numbers n .i i j
Ž .2 The number of the isomorphism classes of the simple A-modules is
Ž . Ž .equal to m A q q A .
Note that the set of simple direct summands of A, isomorphic to
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M k , l 1 F i F m and Q n 1 F j F q , is uniquely determined by A.i i j
We call them the simple components of A. We should also note the
equivalence of the semisimplicity of a superalgebra to that of the underly-
ing algebra:
Ž w x.PROPOSITION 1.7 cf. 3, Corollary 2.16 . A superalgebra A is semisimple
< <if and only if the underlying algebra A is semisimple.
Let A be a semisimple superalgebra, and let V be an A-module. Then
there exist a finite number of simple A-submodules U , U , . . . , U of V1 2 l
such that V s U [ U [ ??? [ U as an A-module. For each 1 F r F l,1 2 l
Ž .  4put U V s Ý V . Then we can choose a subset R of 1, 2, . . . , lr U ( U ss A r
Ž . Ž .such that V s [ U V . Note that the set of A-submodules U V ,r rr g R
Ž .r g R, is uniquely determined by V. The U V are called the A-homoge-r
neous components of V.
In Section 2, we will precisely state the double centralizer theorem for
semisimple superalgebras, in which we will show that there exists a 1]1
? Ž .correspondence between the simple A-modules and the simple End V -A
modules appearing in an A-module V.
F. Character Formulas for A and Bk k
Let A be a superalgebra A s A [ A , and let V be an A-module.0 1
w x w xŽ . Ž .Define a linear map Ch V : A “ C by Ch V a s tr a for all a g A. ItV
w xis called the character of the A-module V. Ch V only depends on the
w xisomorphism class of V. We also say that V affords the character Ch V .
 4Let U be a complete set of representatives of the isomorphismr r g R
Ž .classes of the simple A-modules. Let Z A* denote the subspace of0
Ž . Ž .A* s Hom A, C consisting of all elements f : A “ C such that f ab s
Ž . <f ba for all a, b g A and such that f s 0. The character of anyA1
Ž .  w x 4A-module belongs to Z A* . If A is semisimple, then Ch U ; r g R is a0 r
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Ž .basis of Z A* . In this case, the isomorphism classes of A-modules are0
uniquely determined by their characters.
X Ž .= ŽLet S be the subgroup of A generated by y1, g , . . . , g y1 isk k 1 ky1
. X Žnot necessary if k G 2 . Then S is a double cover a central extensionk
. Xwith a Z kernel of S with a group homomorphism p : S “ S2 k k k
Ž . Ž .defined by p y1 s 1 and p g s s for all 1 F j F k y 1. If k G 4, thenj j
SX is a representation group of S . Let g m be an element of SX definedk k k
by taking a particular reduced expression of a permutation of cycle type m
and replacing each s with g , namelyi i
g ms g ??? g g ??? g ??? g ??? g ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 m y1 m q1 m qm y1 m q ??? qm q1 m q ??? qm y11 1 1 2 1 ry1 1 r
Ž .where r s l m . Let w be a character of an A -module. Then we havek
Ž m. Ž w x.w g s 0 unless m g OP cf. 10, 12 . Schur explicitly described thek
characters of the simple A -modules. We review Schur's result in the formk
w xtranslated by Jozefiak into the language of Z -graded representations 4 .Â 2
Ž . q Ž .Let « : DP “ Z be defined by « n s 0 if n g DP and « n s 1 ifk 2 k
n g DPy.k
w x ŽŽ . .THEOREM 1.8 4; 10 . Define the w g Z A * , n g DP , byn 0 k k
Ž . Ž . Ž .l m yl n y« nm' '2 p s w g 2 Q 1.6Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ým n n
ngDPk
Ž w x.for all m g OP , where Q denotes the Schur Q-function cf. 10, 12 . Thenk n
the w , n g DP , gi¤e all irreducible characters of A .n k k
For each n g DP , fix a simple A -module V which affords the irreduciblek k n
Ž . q Žcharacter w of A . Then V is of type M resp. type Q if n g DP resp.n k n k
y.n g DP .k
X Ž .=Let H be the subgroup of B generated by y1, t , s , . . . , sk k 1 ky1
Ž . Xy1 is not necessary if k G 2 . Then H is a double cover of H with ak k
X Ž . Ž .group homomorphism p : H “ H defined by p y1 s 1, p t s t, andk k
Ž . Žl, m .p s s s for all 1 F j F k y 1. Let s denote a similarly definedj j
element of H X mapping to a representative of the conjugacy class of Hk k
Ž .indexed by l, m ,
s Žl , m . s x x ??? y y ??? ,1 2 1 2
x s s ??? s ,i l q ??? ql q1 l q ??? ql y11 iy1 1 i
y s s ??? s t ,i < l <qm q ??? qm q1 < l <qm q ??? qm y1 < l <qm q ??? qm1 iy1 1 i 1 i
t s s ??? s ts ??? s .j jy1 1 1 jy1
Ž Žl, m ..Let c be a character of a B -module. Then we have c s s 0 unlessk
Ž w x.l g OP and m s f cf. 1, 13 . Sergeev showed the following explicitk
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formula for the characters of the simple B -modules using his dualityk
Ž .relation which we will review in the next subsection Section 1.G . Define a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .map d: P “ Z by d n s 1 if l n is odd, and d n s 0 if l n is even.k 2
ŽŽ . .THEOREM 1.9. Define the functions c g Z B * , n g DP , byn 0 k k
Ž . Ž .yl n yd nlŽ m . Ž m , f . '2 p s c s 2 Q 1.7Ž . Ž .Ž .Ým n n
ngDPk
for all m g OP . Then the c , n g DP , gi¤e all irreducible characters of B .k n k k
For each n g DP , fix a simple B -module W which affords the characterk k n
Ž . Ž . Ž .c . Then W is of type M resp. type Q if l n is e¤en resp. odd .n n
G. Sergee¤ 's Duality Relation
Ž .First we introduce the Lie superalgebra q n , sometimes called the
w xqueer Lie superalgebra. A standard reference for Lie superalgebras is 7 .
Ž . Ž Ž . w x.Let gl n, m denoted by l n, m in 7 denote the Lie superalgebra
Ž . Ž .whose underlying vector space is that of the superalgebra M n, m and
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .the Jacobi product , : gl n, m = gl n, m “ gl n, m is defined by
w x Ž .a?b Ž . Ž .X, Y s XY y y1 YX for all X g gl n, m and Y g gl n, ma b
Ž . Ž .a , b g Z . Let q n denote the Lie superalgebra for the superalgebra2
Ž . Ž Ž ..Q n in the same manner. Let U s U q n denote the universal envelop-n
Ž . Ž w x.ing algebra of q n , which can be regarded as a superalgebra cf. 7 .
Ž .The Lie superalgebra q n naturally acts on a 2n-dimensional space V
with a fixed Z -gradation V s V [ V , dim V s dim V s n. Therefore2 0 1 0 1 ÇmkU also acts on V. Let W denote the k-fold supertensor product W s Vn
Ž .of V. We define a representation Q: U “ End W byn
jk %Ž .a? b q ??? qb1 jy1Q X ¤ m ??? m ¤ s y1 ¤ m ??? m X¤ m ??? m ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 k 1 j k
js1
1.8Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all X g q n and ¤ g V 1 F i F k and a , b g Z 1 F i F k .a i b i 2i
Actually this action can be defined using a superalgebra homomorphism
Ç Ž .D: U “ U m U called the coproduct, determined by D X s 1 m X qm n n
Ž .X m 1 for all X g q n . Namely, if we put
k y 2! # "
ÇŽk . mkD s id m ??? m id m D ( ??? ( id m D (D : U “ U ,Ž . n nž /
Ž .Ž . Žk .Ž .Ž .then we have Q X ¤ m ??? m ¤ s D X ¤ m ??? m ¤ . Note that U1 k 1 k n
is an infinite dimensional superalgebra. However, for a fixed number k, Un
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Ž .acts on W through its finite dimensional image in End W . Therefore we
can use the results in Section 1.E on finite dimensional superalgebras and
their finite dimensional modules.
Ž .Next define a representation C: B “ End W byk
C t ¤ m ??? m ¤ s P¤ m ¤ m ??? m ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .1 k 1 2 k
b ?bi iq1C s ¤ m ??? m ¤ s y1 ¤ m ??? m ¤ m ¤ m ??? m ¤ 1.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i 1 k 1 iq1 i k
¤ g V , b g Z , 1 F i F k y 1 ,Ž .i b i 2i
where
'0 y y 1 InP s g M n , n .Ž . 1'ž /y 1 I 0n
Ž . Ž .Let W9 be a U -submodule of W. Since q n ( gl n, C as a Lien 0
algebra, and V is a sum of two copies of the natural representation of
Ž . Ž . <gl n, C V and V , this embeds W9 into a sum of tensor powers ofq Žn.0 1 0
Ž .the natural representation, so that this representation of gl n, C can be
Ž . w xintegrated to a polynomial representation u of GL n, C . Let Ch W9W 9
w xŽ .denote the character of u ; namely Ch W9 x , x , . . . , x is the trace ofW 9 1 2 n
Ž Ž ..u diag x , x , . . . , x .W 9 1 2 n
We review Sergeev's result. He established a duality relation between
B and U using the double centralizer theorem for semisimple superalge-k n
bras, which we will precisely state in Section 2.
w x Ž .THEOREM 1.10 11 . 1 Two superalgebras B and U act on W ask n
mutual supercentralizers of each other:
End ? W s C B , End ? W s Q U .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .QŽU . k C Ž B . nn k
Ž . Ž .2 The simple B -module W n g DP occurs in W if and only ifk n k
Ž .l n F n.
Ž .3 For each n g DP , let U denote a simple U -module correspondingk n n
Ž .to W in W, in the sense of the final part of Theorem 2.1. Then it followsn
that
Ž . Ž .d n yl n'w xCh U x , x , . . . , x s 2 Q x , x , . . . , x . 1.10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n 1 2 n n 1 2 n
Ž . 1 Ž .For each n g DP such that l n is odd, fix y g End W such thatk n B nk
2 1 Ž . Ž .y s y1 and let u g End U be defined using y as in 2.2 in which yn n U n n in
and x are replaced by u and y , respectively. Then W is decomposedi n n
Ç r rŽ .into a direct sum of simple B m U -modules as follows: FB FUk n
qÇ ÇW ( W m U [ W m U , 1.11Ž .Ç Ž .Ç [ [B mU n n n nk n
Ž . Ž .l n : even l n : odd
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"Ç Ç'Ž . Ž .where W m U denotes the " y 1 -eigenspace of y m u gn n n n
0 ÇŽ .End W m U , respectively.ÇB mU n nk n
2. THE DOUBLE CENTRALIZER THEOREM FOR
SEMISIMPLE SUPERALGEBRAS
Now we introduce the double supercentralizer theorem for semisimple
w xsuperalgebras. Although this follows easily from the discussion as in 3 , it
seems convenient to state it precisely. Here we partly take a finer view-
point of strict isomorphisms.
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a semisimple superalgebra. Let V be an A-mod-
Ž .ule with the associated representation r : A “ End V , and let
V s V [ V [ ??? [ V 2.1Ž .1 2 s
be the decomposition of V into A-homogeneous components. Put B s
? Ç ÇŽ . Ž .End V . We define a representation r : A m B “ End V of A m B byÄA
Ž . Ž .r a m b s r a ( b for all a g A and b g B. Then each V , 1 F i F s, is aÄ i
ÇŽ .simple A m B -submodule of V of type M.
Let U be a simple A-module contained in V . If U is of type M, then therei i i
exists a simple B-module W of type M such thati
Ç ÇU m W ( U m W ( V .Ç ÇÇ Çi i AmB i i AmB i
If U is of type Q, then there exists a simple B-module W of type Q such thati i
ÇU m W ( V [ V .Ç Çi i AmB i i
We ha¤e
U \ U , W \ Wi A j i B j
for all 1 F i / j F s. This gi¤es a 1]1 correspondence between the isomor-
phism classes of simple A-modules and simple B-modules appearing in V.
? Ž . Ž .Furthermore, we ha¤e End V s r A .B
? Ž . Ž .Proof. Put W s Hom U , V for each i. Since b V ; V for anyi A i i i i
?Ž . Ž Ž . .Ž .b g B, we can define a representation x : B “ End W by x b w ui i i
Ž Ž ..s b w u for all b g B, w g W , and u g U . Then W is a simplei i i
B-module. In fact, let W X ; W be a non-zero B-submodule. Since W X isi i i
X  4homogeneous, there is a homogeneous f g W y 0 , which can be re-i
Ž . Ž .garded as an isomorphism onto f U . Let f9: f U “ U be its inverse.i i i
Ž . X XAlso V s f U [ V for some A-submodule V . Let c be any homoge-i i i i
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< < Xneous element of W . Define b g B by b s c (f9 and b s 0,fŽU . Vi i i
whence c s bf g W X. Thus W X contains all homogeneous elements of W ,i i i
so that W X s W .i i X X[k [ li iŽ . ŽIf U is of type M resp. type Q and V ( U [ U resp. V (Ç Çi i A i i i A
[nXi. ? Ž . Ž X X. Ž ? Ž .U , then by Theorem 1.2 we have End V ( M k , l resp. End Vi A i i i A i
Ž X .. ? Ž . ? Ž . Ž .( Q n . Since x decomposes as End V “ End V “ End W , thei i A A i i
? Ž .first part being a surjection and End V being a simple superalgebra, weA i
Ž . ? Ž . Ž .have x B ( End V . Therefore W is of type M resp. type Q .i A i i
Ç Ç ÇŽ .Now V is a quotient of U m W by an A m B -homomorphism u m wi i i
Ž .a?b Ž . Ž . Ž .“ y1 w u for u g U and w g W . If U and W are of type M,i a i b i i
Ç ÇŽ .then by Theorem 1.4 U m W is a simple A m B -module, so that V (Ç Çi i i AmB
Ç 1 Ž .U m W . Next suppose U and W are of type Q. Choose x g End Ui i i i i A i
2 1 Ž .such that x s y1, and define y g End W byi i B i
a'y w u s y1 y 1 w x u 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i
Ž . 2for all w g W and u g U . Then y s y1. By Theorem 1.4 and a com-i a i i
Ç q Ç yŽ . Ž .parison of dimensions, we have either V ( U m W or U m W ,Ç Çi AmB i i i i
"Ç 'Ž . Ž .where U m W denotes the " y 1 -eigenspace of x m y , respec-i i i i
tively. Direct computation shows that the former is the case.
Consequently we have
qÇ ÇV ( U m W [ U m W . 2.3Ž .Ç Ž .Ç [ [AmB i i i i
type M type Q
Then, using Theorem 1.6 we have
r A ( M k , l [ Q nŽ . Ž . Ž .[ [i i i
type M type Q
and also by Theorem 1.2
B ( M kX , lX [ Q nX ,Ž . Ž .[ [i i i
type M type Q
where
dim U s k , l , dim W s kX , lX if U and W are of type M ,Ž . Ž .i i i i i i i i
dim U s n , n , dim W s nX , nX if U and W are of type Q.Ž . Ž .i i i i i i i i
In particular, the B-modules W are mutually non-isomorphic. Thereforei
Ž .2.1 can also be regarded as the decomposition of V into B-homogeneous
ÇŽ .components. Starting with this and appropriately identifying A m B -
ÇŽ .modules with B m A -modules as noted in Section 1.E, we can see that
? Ž . Ž .End V s r A .B
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Ç qŽ . Ž .Note that, in 2.3 , the signature in U m W is always q so long as yi i i
Ž .is constructed from x by 2.2 regardless of the choice of x . The abovei i
theorem gives a supercommuting action of two superalgebras A and B on
ÇŽ .V, which decomposes into a multiplicity-free sum of simple A m B -
Ž .modules, where type M resp. type Q simple A-modules are paired with
Ž .type M resp. type Q simple B-modules in a bijective manner. Later we
also encounter a similar but slightly different situation, in which type M
Ž . Ž .resp. type Q simple A-modules are paired with type Q resp. type M
simple B-modules. Here we formulate this as the following corollary. Note
that the superalgebra generated by an element x of degree 1 satisfying
2 Ž .x s y1 is two-dimensional, and is isomorphic to Q 1 by
'0 y 1
x ‹ .ž /'y 1 0
ŽIt has a unique simple module of dimension 2, which is of type Q. This
.superalgebra is also isomorphic to C . See the beginning of Section 3.1
COROLLARY 2.2. Let A, V, and V s V [ V [ ??? [ V be as in Theo-1 2 s
1 Ž . 2rem 2.1. Assume that there exists x g End V such that x s y1. Let CA
? ÇŽ .denote the subsuperalgebra of End V generated by x, and put A9 s A m CA
? ÇŽ . Ž .and B s End V . Restricting the homomorphism r : A9 m B “ End V ofA9
ÇŽ .Theorem 2.1, we can regard V as an A m B -module. Then each V ,i
ÇŽ .1 F i F s, is a simple A m B -submodule of V of type Q.
Let T be a simple A-module contained in V . If T is of type M, then therei i i
exists a simple B-module W of type Q such thati
Ç ÇT m W ( T m W ( V .Ç ÇÇ Çi i AmB i i AmB i
If T is of type Q, then there exists a simple B-module W of type M such thati i
ÇT m W ( T m W ( V .Ç ÇÇ Çi i AmB i i AmB i
We ha¤e
T \ T , W \ Wi A j i B j
for all 1 F i / j F s. This also gi¤es a 1]1 correspondence between the
isomorphism classes of simple A-modules and simple B-modules appearing
in V.
? Ç ? ÇŽ . Ž . Ž .Furthermore, we ha¤e End V s B m C and End V s r A m C.A B
Proof. From Theorem 2.1, V is decomposed as a multiplicity-free sum
ÇŽ .of simple A9 m B -modules as follows:
qÇ ÇV ( U m W [ U m W .Ç Ž .Ç [ [A9mB i i i i
type M type Q
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Without loss of generality, we may assume that the U , 1 F i F m, are ofi
type M and the U , m q 1 F j F s, are of type Q for some m F s.j
We use Theorem 1.4 for A and C, noting that C has a unique simple
module X of dimension 2, which is of type Q. For 1 F i F m, we are in
Ž . <case c . This implies k s l , and that T s U is a simple A-module ofAi i i i
type Q. Also by Corollary 1.5 the T 1 F i F m, are all mutually non-iso-i
ÇŽ .morphic. For m q 1 F i F s, we are in case b . Hence U ( T m X forÇi A9 i
Ž Y Y . Ysome simple A-module T of type M with dimension k , l for some ki i i i
Y Ç 1 Ž .and l summing up to n . We can use x s id m z, with z g End Xi i i V i C
satisfying z 2 s y1, for the x required in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Theni
Ç q Ç Ç q Ç q ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . < ŽU m W s T m X m W . Since X m W ( W , we have U mÇBi i i i i B i i
q Ç. <W ( T m W . Again by Corollary 1.5, the T , m q 1 F i F s,Ç Ç ÇAmBi AmB i i i
are all mutually non-isomorphic. Therefore we have
Ç ÇV ( T m W [ T m W ,Ç Ç [ [AmB i i i i
1FiFm mq1FiFs
Çin which all T are distinct. Thus the T m W are the A-homogeneousi i i
components, and this decomposition coincides with that into the V in thei
statement. This establishes a 1]1 correspondence between the simple
Ž .A-modules of type Q resp. type M and the simple B-modules of type M
Ž .resp. type Q appearing in V.
? Ž . Ž .By Theorem 2.1, we have End V s r A9 . The surjective homomor-B
ÇŽ . Ž .phism r A m C “ r A9 is an isomorphism, since for any simple compo-
ÇŽ .nent of S of r A , S m C is a simple superalgebra by Theorem 1.3, and its
Çimage is present since S m 1 is mapped injectively.C
? Ž .Moreover, clearly End V contains C and B, therefore by the sameA
Çargument C m B. We have, by Theorem 2.1 and the above decomposition
Çunder A m B,
B ( M kX , lX [ Q nXŽ . Ž .[ [i i i
1FiFm mq1FiFs
and
End ? V ( Q kX q lX [ M nX , nX .Ž . Ž . Ž .[ [A i i i i
1FiFm mq1FiFs
Ç ? Ž .Comparing the dimensions, we see that C m B gives the whole End V .A
Remark. The assumption in the above corollary is actually equivalent
1 Ž .to the existence of an invertible element in End V . In fact, the latterA
means the existence of an invertible element of degree 1 in each simple
1 Ž . X Xcomponent of End V , which is equivalent to assuming k s l for allA i i
1 F i F m in the decomposition of Theorem 2.1 applied for A and
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? Ž . Ž . 1 Ž .End V not for A9 and B . If this is the case, End V clearly containsA A
Ž .2 2an element x9 satisfying x9 s 1, whence an element x satisfying x s
y1 also. The other direction is clear since such x is invertible.
3. A SIMPLE RELATION BETWEEN A AND Bk k
Let C denote the 2 k-dimensional Clifford algebra; namely C is ank k
associative algebra generated by k elements j , . . . , j subject to relations1 k
j 2 s 1, j j s yj j i / j . 3.1Ž . Ž .i i j j i
We regard C as a superalgebra by giving degree 1 to the generator j fork i
 4 w x  4all 1 F i F k. For any subset I s i - i - ??? - i of k s 1, 2, . . . , k ,1 2 r
 w x4we write j s j j ??? j . Then j ; I ; k is a basis of C . Note that CI i i i I k k1 2 r
is isomorphic to a twisted group algebra of Zk and therefore it is semisim-2
ple. Furthermore, it is easy to show that C is a simple superalgebra. If kk
Ž . Ž . ? @is even resp. odd , then C is of type M resp. of type Q . Put r s kr2 .k
Define a Z -graded simple C -module X as a minimal left superideal2 k k
Ž .namely a minimal Z -graded left ideal of C as2 k
X s C e,k k
1 3.2Ž .'e s e e ??? e , e s 1 q y 1 j j .Ž .1 2 r i 2 iy1 2 i'2
Ž . r « Ž «1 .Ž « 2 . Ž « r .For each « s « , . . . , « g Z , put j s j e j e ??? j e . If k1 r 2 1 1 3 2 2 ry1 r
Ž .  « r 4 Ž  « r 4  «is even resp. odd , then j ; « g Z resp. j ; « g Z j j j ; « g2 2 k
r 4. 1 Ž .Z is a basis of X . If k is odd, define z g End X by2 k k C kk
Ý « qa« a « aq1i iz j j s y1 j jŽ .Ž . Ž .k k k
Ž . r 2for all « s « , . . . , « g Z and a g Z . Note that z s y1.1 r 2 2 k
Ž w x.PROPOSITION 3.1 cf. 12, Proposition 3.1 . The character ¤alue of the
simple C -module X is gi¤en byk k
w x ?Žkq1.r2 @Ch X c j s 2 cÝk I I fž /
I
w xfor any element Ý c j g C , with c g C for all I ; k .I I I k I
The following isomorphism is the key to our clarification of the relation
between the simple modules of A and B .k k
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ÇTHEOREM 3.2. There exists a superalgebra homomorphism q : C m A “k k
B satisfyingk
q j m 1 ‹ t 1 F i F k ,Ž . Ž .i i
1 3.3Ž .
q 1 m g ‹ t y t s 1 F j F k y 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .j j jq1 j'2




g s t y t sŽ .Äj j jq1 j'2
for all 1 F j F k y 1.
It is easy to check that the t , 1 F i F k, and the g , 1 F j F k y 1,Äi j
Ž . Ž .satisfy the relations 3.1 and 1.2 in which j and g are replaced by ti j i
and g , respectively. Furthermore, we have t g s yg t for all 1 F i F k,Ä Ä Äj i j j i
1 F j F k y 1, since
¡y t y t t if i s j,Ž .j jq1 iq1
~y t y t t if i s j q 1,Ž .t t y t sŽ . j jq1 iy1i j jq1 ¢y t y t t if i / j, j q 1,Ž .j jq1 i
s t if i s j,¡ j iq1
~s t if i s j q 1,t s s j iy1i j ¢s t if i / j, j q 1.j i
Therefore q is a homomorphism.
Since
1
q j m 1 s t and q j y j m g s sŽ . Ž .1 j jq1 j jž /'2
for all 1 F j F k y 1, it follows that q is surjective. Furthermore, it follows
Ç kŽ .that q is bijective, since dim C m A s dim B s 2 k!. Therefore q isk k k
an isomorphism.
ÇUsing the above isomorphism, we identify C m A with B and regardk k k
Ç ÇŽ .C m A -modules X m V , n g DP , as B -modules. By Theorem 1.4,k k k n k k
we can construct all simple B -modules as follows. For each n g DPy , fixk k
1 Ž .a nonzero element x of End V .n A nk
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qÇ ÇŽ .  < 4PROPOSITION 3.3. 1 If k is e¤en, then X m V , X m V n g DPk n k n k
Ç yŽ  < 4.resp. X m V n g DP is a complete set of strict isomorphism classes ofk n k
Ž .simple B -modules of type M resp. type Q .k
Ç q Ç y yŽ . Ž . Ž . < 4 Ž2 If k is odd, then X m V , X m V n g DP resp.k n k n k
Ç q < 4.X m V n g DP is a complete set of strict isomorphism classes ofk n k
Ž . ysimple B -modules of type M resp. type Q , where, if n g DP ,k k
" 0Ç Ç'Ž . Ž . Ž .X m V denotes the " y 1 -eigenspace of z m x g End X m V ,k n k n B k nk
respecti¤ely.
The following proposition shows that our parametrization of the simple
B -modules coincides with Sergeev's parametrization in Theorem 1.9.k
PROPOSITION 3.4. If k is e¤en or n g DPq , thenk
ÇCh X m V s c .k n n
If k is odd and n g DPy , thenk
q yÇ ÇCh X m V s Ch X m V s c .Ž . Ž .k n k n n
Here c is the irreducible character defined in Theorem 1.9.n
Ž . Ž m , f .Proof. Let n g DP , let m g OP , and put l s l m . Since s is ak k
product of k y l generators s , its image under qy1 is a product of k y lj
1Ç Ž .elements of C m A of the form j y j m g . Rearrange thisk k j jq1 j'2
product into the form
constant = product of the j y j m product of the g .Ž . Ž . Ž .j jq1 j
Let J denote the product of the j y j in this expression. The productj jq1
of the g equals g m. Therefore we havej
ky lkyl 1Ž .2y1 Ž m , f . mq s s y1 J m g ,Ž . Ž . ž /'2
where the signature comes from interchanging the elements of degree 1.
This gives
y1 Ž m , f .ÇCh X m V q sŽ .Ž .k n
ky l kylŽ . 12
mw x w xs y1 Ch X J Ch V g .Ž . Ž . Ž .k nž /'2
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w xŽ . wŽkq1.r2xBy Proposition 3.1, Ch X J equals 2 times the coefficient of 1 ink
w xthe expansion of this product into the j , I ; k . We haveI
J s a J a J ??? a J ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 l l
where
J s j y j j y j ??? j y j g CŽ . Ž . Ž .j 1 2 2 3 m y1 m mj j j
and a : C “ C is the embedding defined by j ‹ jj m k i m qm q ??? qm qij 1 2 jy1
Ž .1 F i F m , 1 F j F l . If we let c denote the coefficient of 1 in thej j
w x w xŽ .expansion of J into the j , I ; m , then we have Ch X J sj I j j kj
2 ?Žkq1.r2 @ c c ??? c . Clearly1 2 l
0 if m is even,j
c s Ž .j m y1 r2j½ y1 if m is odd,Ž . j
w xŽ . ?Žkq1.r2 @Ž .Žkyl .r2so that we have Ch X J s 2 y1 . This signature cancelsk
k y lŽ .2Ž .with y1 , since
2k y l k y lŽ .k y l q sž /2 2 2
Ž . Ž Ž .2 Ž ..and we have k y l ’ 0 mod 2 so that k y l ’ 0 mod 4 because
m g OP . Therefore we havek
y1 Ž m , f .ÇCh X m V q sŽ .Ž .k n
lyk?Žkq1.r2 @ m' w xs 2 2 Ch V gŽ .Ž . n
l¡ m' w x2 Ch V g if k is even,Ž .Ž . n~s
lq1 m¢ ' w x2 Ch V g if k is odd.Ž .Ž . n
In particular, if k is odd and n g DPy , we havek
q yy1 Ž m , f . y1 Ž m , f .Ç ÇCh X m V q s s Ch X m V q sŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k n k n
ly1 m' w xs 2 Ch V g .Ž .Ž . n
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Ž . Ž .If k is even, then d n s « n for any n g DP . By Theorem 1.8, 1.9, andk
1.10, we have
Ž . Ž .yl n yd ny1 Ž m , f .Ç 'Ch X m V q s 2 QŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý k n n
ngDPk
Ž . Ž . Ž .l m yl n y« nm' 'w xs 2 Ch V g 2 QŽ .Ž . Ž .Ý n n
ngDPk
s 2 lŽ m .pm
Ž . Ž .yl n yd nŽ m , f . 's c s 2 Q .Ž . Ž .Ý n n
ngDPk
k Ž .Since the Q , n g DP , are linearly independent in V cf. Section 1.C ,n k
Ç y1 Ž m , f . Ž m , f .w xŽ Ž .. Ž .we have Ch X m V q s s c s . Therefore we havek n n
Çw xCh X m V s c .k n n
Ž . Ž .If k is odd, then d n q « n s 1 for any n g DP . We havek
Ž . Ž .yl n yd ny« Žn . y1 Ž m , f .Ç '2 Ch X m V q s 2 QŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý k n n
ngDPk
Ž . Ž . Ž .lq1y2 « n yl n yd nm' 'w xs 2 Ch V g 2 QŽ .Ž . Ž .Ý n n
ngDPk
s 2 lŽ m .pm
Ž . Ž .yl n yd nŽ m , f . 's c s 2 Q .Ž . Ž .Ý n n
ngDPk
y« Žn . Ç Çw x w xThis gives 2 Ch X m V s c . Namely, Ch X m V s c if n gk n n k n n
q q y yÇ ÇwŽ . x wŽ . xDP and Ch X m V s Ch X m V s c if n g DP .k k n k n n k
By Proposition 3.4, we can fix the choice of simple B -modules W ,k n
which afford the characters c , asn
¡ qÇX m V if k is even or n g DP ,k n k~W s qn y¢ ÇX m V if k is odd and n g DP ,Ž .k n k
Ç "Ž .where X m V are as in Proposition 3.3. The W , n g DP , form ak n n k
Ž .complete set of not strict isomorphism classes of simple B -modules.k
The following proposition gives the restriction rule of the simple B -k( qÇ Çmodules to A by A “ 1 m A ; C m A “ B .k k k k k k
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PROPOSITION 3.5. For any n g DP , the simple B -module W restricts tok k n
an A -module ask
?Žky1.r2 @[2¡ qV [ V if n g DP ,Ž .n n k
?Žkq1.r2 @~ [2 y< <W ( W (Ç ÇA A V if n g DP , k is even,n nk k n k
?Žky1.r2 @[2 y¢V if n g DP , k is odd,n k
< <where W and V are shifts of W and V , respecti¤ely.A An n n nk k
Proof. First, in view of Theorem 1.8, the A -modules on the right-handk
sides are all strictly isomorphic to their shifts. Assume n g DPq. We havek
Ç Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .j m V ( V resp. V if j g X resp. X . From 3.4 and the factÇn n n k 0 k 1
Ž . Ž . ?Žky1.r2 @that dim X s dim X s 2 , we havek 0 k 1
?Žky1.r2 @ ?Žky1.r2 @[2 [2<W ( V [ V .ÇAn n nk
y ÇAssume n g DP . We have j m V ( V ( V for any homogeneousÇ Çk n n n
< [2
?Žkq1.r2 @
element j g X . Therefore we have W s V if k is even, andAk n nk
?Žkq1.r2 @[2Ç< < <we have W [ W s X m V s V if k is odd. Note thatA A An n k n nk k k
yÇŽ .W s X m V . The result also follows in this case.n k n
Ž .4. A DUALITY RELATION OF A AND q nk
In this section, we establish a duality relation between A and U .k n
Ž .We can rewrite 1.11 using the description of W after the proof ofn
Proposition 3.4. If k is even, then we have
qÇ Ç Ç ÇW ( X m V m U [ X m V m U ,Ç Ž . Ž .[ [ ž /k n n k n n
q yngDP ngDPk k
and if k is odd, then we have
qqÇ Ç Ç ÇW ( X m V m U [ X m V m U .Ç Ž . Ž .[ [ ž /k n n k n n
y qngDP ngDPk k
Note that the symbol q is used in three ways.
Ž . y1 If k is odd and n g DP , then both X and V are of type Q.k k n
qÇ 'Ž . Ž .X m V is the q y 1 -eigenspace of z m x .k n k n
Ž . y2 If k is even and n g DP , then X , V , U are of type M, Q, Q,k k n n
qÇ Ç 'ŽŽ . . Ž . Ž .respectively. X m V m U is the q y 1 -eigenspace of 1 m x mk n n n
1 Ž . Ž .u , where u g End U is defined from 1 m x as in 2.2 .n n U n nn
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Ž . q3 If k is odd and n g DP , then X , V , U are of type Q, M, Q,k k n n
qÇ Ç 'ŽŽ . . Ž . Ž .respectively. X m V m U is the q y 1 -eigenspace of z m 1 mk n n k
1 Ž . Ž .u , where u g End U is defined from z m 1 as in 2.2 .n n U n kn
'? @ Ž .Put r s kr2 and z s y 1 j j g C for 1 F i F r. The C z ,i 2 iy1 2 i k i
ŽŽ . . ŽŽ . .1 F i F r, are commuting involutions of C C ; C B sk 0 k 0
0 Ž .End W .QŽU .n
Then W is a direct sum of the simultaneous eigenspaces W «, « s
Ž . r« , . . . , « g Z ; namely we have1 r 2
W s W « ,[
rŽ .«s « , . . . , « gZ1 r 2
« i«W s w g W ; C z w s y1 w 1 F i F r .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4i
« Ç rŽ .It is clear that W is an A m U -module for each « g Z .k n 2
THEOREM 4.1. For each « g Z r , the submodule W « is decomposed as2
ÇŽ .a multiplicity-free sum of simple A m U -modules, in which the simplek n
A -modules are paired with the simple U -modules in a bijecti¤e mannerk n
ŽŽ . Ž ..4.1 and 4.3 . More precisely, we ha¤e the following decomposition.
Ž . r Ž .For each « s « , . . . , « g Z , put a « s « q ??? q« g Z .1 r 2 1 r 2
Ž . Ž . «1 Assume that k is e¤en. If a « s 0, then W is a direct sum of
ÇŽ .simple A m U -modules of type M ask n
q
« Ç ÇW ( V m U [ V m U , 4.1Ž .Ç Ž .Ç [ [A mU n n n nk n q yngDP ngDPk k
"Ç 'Ž . Ž .where V m U denotes the " y 1 -eigenspace of x m u gn n n n
0 ÇŽ .End V m U .ÇA mU n nk n
« ÇŽ . Ž .If a « s 1, then W is also a direct sum of simple A m U -modules ofk n
type M and is strictly isomorphic to the shift of the module on the right-hand
Ž .side in 4.1 .
Furthermore we ha¤e
End ? rFU W « s C A , End ? W « s Q U 4.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .QŽU . k C Ž A . nn k
for all « g Z r .2
« ÇŽ . Ž .2 Assume that k is odd. Then W is an A m U -module of type Qk n
and




End ? rFU W « ( C m C A , End ? W « ( C m Q U .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .QŽU . 1 k C Ž A . 1 nn k
4.4Ž .
Proof. For each « g Z r , let X « denote the simultaneous eigenspace of2 k'X of the z s y 1 j j , 1 F i F r, namelyk i 2 iy1 2 i
« i«X s j g X ; z j s y1 j 1 F i F r .Ž . Ž . 4k k i
Ž . « « «1 Assume that k is even. Then we have X s Cj since z j sk i
Ž .« i « ry1 j for each « g Z .2
If n g DPy , then we havek
q q
«Ç Ç Ç ÇX m V m U s X m V m UŽ .[ž /k n n k n n
r«gZ 2
since the z , 1 F i F r, and 1 m x m u commute. If n g DPq , then wei n n k
have




« « Ç Ç ÇW ( j m V m U [ V m UÇ Ž .Ç [ [A mU n n n nk n ž /q yngDP ngDPk k
q¡ Ç ÇV m U [ V m U if a « s 0,Ž .Ž .[ [n n n n
q yngDP ngDPk k~(Ç ÇA mUk n qÇ ÇV m U [ V m U if a « s 1.Ž .Ž .[ [n n n n¢ q yngDP ngDPk k
Ž .Therefore 4.1 follows.
« ÇŽ .Since W is an A m U -module, we havek n
< « ? «Q U ; End W .Ž . Ž .Wn C Ž A .k
Ž . Ž . < « Ž . < «Define a linear map p : Q U “ Q U by p f s f for allW W« n n «
Ž .f g Q U . We claim that p is injective. Assume that f g ker p , namelyn « «
Ž . Ž « .p f s 0 g End W . Since f and j 's commute, and the subgroup of« 2 jy1
Ž .=  « 9 r 4C generated by the j , 1 F j F r, transitively acts on W ; « 9 g Zk 2 jy1 2
as
j W Ž« 1 , . . . , « r . s W Ž« 1 , . . . , « jq1 , . . . , « r .2 jy1
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< « 9 rfor all 1 F j F r, it follows that f s 0 for all « 9 g Z . Therefore f s 0W 2
Ž .in End W , as required. Hence p is injective.«
Ž .From Theorem 1.10, Theorem 2.1, and 4.1 , we have
? « ? < «dim End W s dim End W s dim Q U s dim Q U .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . WC Ž A . C Ž B . n nk k
Consequently we have
? « < «End W s Q UŽ . Ž . WC Ž A . nk
and, from Theorem 2.1, we have
End ? W « s C A .Ž . Ž .QŽU . kn
q ÇŽ . Ž2 Assume that k is odd. If n g DP , then we regard the A mk k
Ç Ç. Ž . Ž .C -module V m X as a C m A -module via v cf. Section 1.E .k n k k k C , Ak kÇ Ç Ç ÇThen X m V ( V m X by the map u : X m V “ V m X defined byÇk n n k k n n k
Ç a?b ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .u j m ¤ s y1 ¤ m j for all homogeneous j g X and ¤ g Vk a n b
Ž . Ž . Ž .a , b g Z . Since u ( z m 1 s 1 m z (u , we have2 k k
q qÇ Ç Ç ÇX m V m U ( V m X m U ,Ç Ž .Çž /k n n B mU n k nk n
"Ç 'Ž . Ž .where X m U denotes the " y 1 -eigenspace of z m u gk n k n
0 ÇŽ .End X m U , respectively. Since the z , 1 F i F r, and z m uÇC mU k n i k nk n
commute, we have
q q
«Ç ÇX m U s X m U ,Ž . Ž .[k n k n
r«gZ2
« "Ç ' «Ž . Ž . <where X m U denotes the " y 1 -eigenspace of z m u gXk n k nk
0 « Ç « « «Ž .End X m U , respectively. Note that we have X s Cj [ Cj j ,U k n k kn
Ž « a . Ž .« i « a rsince z j j s y1 j j for each « g Z and a g Z . Then it isi k k 2 2
« Ç q rŽ .clear that X m U is a U -module for each « g Z . Moreover, byk n n 2
Ž .Theorem 1.4 c we have
q r[2ÇX m U ( U .ÇŽ .k n U nn
Therefore we have
q
« ÇX m U ( UÇŽ .k n U nn
for all « g Z r . If n g DPy , then we have2 k
q q
«Ç Ç Ç ÇX m V m U s X m V m UŽ . Ž .[k n n k n n
r«gZ 2
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« Ç "Ž . Ž .since the z , 1 F i F r, and z m x m 1 commute, where X m Vi k n k n
0 « Ç' «Ž . < Ž .denotes the " y 1 -eigenspace of z m x g End X m V , re-Xk n A k nk k
Ž .spectively. By Theorem 1.4 c we have
q
« ÇX m V ( V .ÇŽ .k n A nk
Consequently we have
« « ÇW ( W ( V m U .Ç Ç [ n n
ngDPk
Ž . Ž .Therefore 4.3 follows. From Corollary 2.2, 4.4 follows.
COROLLARY 4.2. The duality relation of A and U in Theorem 4.1 gi¤esk n
Ž . Ž .Schur 's formula 1.6 . Namely we get Schur 's formula 1.6 by the calculation
Ç «Ž .of the character of the A m U -module W in Theorem 4.1.k n
ÇŽ .Proof. By what we noted before Theorem 1.10, any A m U -k n
submodule W9 of W can be regarded as an A -module with a commutingk
Ž .polynomial representation u of GL n, C . Here we extend our notationW 9
w x ŽŽ w Ž .x. .in Theorem 1.10 to let Ch W9 g Z A m C GL n, C * be determined0 k
Ž Ž .. Ž .by x m g ‹ tr x (u g for x g A and g g GL n, C , where xW 9 W 9 k W 9
denotes the action of x g A on W9.k
r w « x w « 9x « « 9For any « , « 9 g Z , we have Ch W s Ch W , since W ( W . Then2
w x r w « x rwe have Ch W s 2 Ch W for any « g Z . Therefore, for each m g OP2 k
Ž . Ž .and each diagonal element E s diag x , x , . . . , x g GL n, C , we have1 2 n
w « x m yr w x mCh W g m E s 2 Ch W q 1 m g m E .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . mPut l s l m . Since 1 m g is a product of k y l elements 1 m g , itsj
image under q is a product of k y l elements of B of the formk
1 Ž .t y t s . Rearrange this product into the formj jq1 j'2
constant = product of the t y t = product of the s .Ž . Ž . Ž .r s j
The product of the s equals s Ž m , f .. Expanding the product of t y tj r s
into a sum of 2 ky l elements, we have
ky l1
m Ž m , f .q 1 m g s = product of the t = s .Ž . Ž .Ý rž /'2
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Ž m , f . Ž .=Then all terms in the summation are conjugate to s in B .k
Therefore we have
lyk« m yr kyl Ž m , f .'w x w xCh W g m E s 2 2 2 Ch W s m EŽ . Ž .Ž .
y2 rqkyl l's 2 2 p x , . . . , xŽ .Ž . m 1 n
l¡ '2 p x , . . . , x if k is even,Ž .Ž . m 1 n~s
1q l¢ '2 p x , . . . , x if k is odd.Ž .Ž . m 1 n
Ž .On the other hand, using 1.10 , if k is even, then we have
q
mÇ ÇCh V m U [ V m U g m EŽ .Ž .[ [n n n n
q yngDP ngDPk k
Ž . Ž .yd n yl nm 'w xs Ch V g 2 Q x , . . . , xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý n n 1 n
ngDPk
Ž . Ž .y« n yl nm 'w xs Ch V g 2 Q x , . . . , xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý n n 1 n
ngDPk
and if k is odd, then we have
mÇ ÇCh V m U [ V m U g m EŽ .[ [n n n n
q yngDP ngDPk k
Ž .1yl nm 'w xs Ch V g 2 Q x , . . . , xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý n n 1 n
qngDPk
Ž .yl nm 'w xq Ch V g 2 Q x , . . . , xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý n n 1 n
yngDPk
Ž . Ž .y« n yl nm' 'w xs 2 = Ch V g 2 Q x , . . . , x .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý n n 1 n
ngDPk
Consequently the result follows.
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